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Introduction
The "Mobile Treatment Device", also called MTD has been developed as a tool for home
therapy under the supervision of a therapist. The MTD provides additional support for
difficult to cure diseases or disorders with a long recovery time.
The MTD is designed to perform therapeutic treatments with electric fields or electric energy.
The alternating electrical energy can be provided both directly (via electric hand probes) and
indirectly (electric field via open coil) to a patient.
The MTD generates multiple treatment frequencies at once. The basic frequency setting is
pre-calculated to eliminate bacteria, viruses, parasites, mites, molds and algae which can
cause the symptoms in the patient. With maximum of 4 basic frequency settings in 4
treatment sessions all causes can be treated.

The MTD is always set by the therapist based on a specific basic wave frequency. In order to
calculate this basic wave frequency a software application is provided with the MTD that
calculates this frequency. This application is called the “Basic Frequency Calculator”, also
called BFC. The software uses a database in which a great number of frequencies related to
the most common symptoms are stored. These frequencies are among others based on the
treatment methods of Dr. Hulda Clark www.drclark.net. You can also find this information in
the book "The cure for all diseases." This book is written by Dr. Hulda Clark and can be
downloaded from the above site. For the method of Dr. Hulda Clark you will find groups of
pathogens such as bacteria and viruses, parasites, mites, fungi and algae. This list is
complemented by empirical values of treating therapists. It is clear from the experience of
therapists that this treatment is also effective against multi-resistant bacteria (NDM - 1 and
MRSA or ESBL) and difficult to treat diseases such as neuro - borreliosis, candidiasis, or
AIDS.
However, it is also possible to make use of your own or other treatment frequencies, see for
example:
http://www.electroherbalism.com/Bioelectronics/FrequenciesandAnecdotes/CAFL.htm
Of course it is also possible to calculate your own treatment frequencies by means of the BFC
software.
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The therapy with the use of a coil is based on the theory of Nikola Tesla. He discovered that
the energy of the electric "scalar waves" or also "plasma waves", are sent with the Tesla coil
and be absorbed by an object if it is tuned to the same frequency as the emitted frequency.
The object in this case is a bacteria, virus, or parasite. The pathogen touched by this energy
goes in a resonating vibration and finally perishes.
For a comprehensive theory see articles. Prof. Konstantin Meyl via the link:
http://www.k-meyl.de/go/Primaerliteratur/Scalar-Waves.pdf (in German language)
The MTD seems to be far more effective than existing devices known as “Zappers”. This is
related to the following properties of the MTD:
 Complete control on the frequency of generated harmonics
 Frequencies outside the therapeutic bandwidth (> 1 MHz) are not generated
 All harmonics have exactly of same therapeutic influence because all harmonics are as
strong as the basic frequency itself.
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General Recommendations for Use
Use the open coil when a complaint is local. Bring the body part to be treated directly near the
open coil (yellow side towards patient). At the same time the patient should hold only the
YELLOW hand probe which is connected to the YELLOW port. This hand probe ensures that
the patient receives a neutral potential so that the energy radiated by the open coil goes via the
patient back to the MTD again. Keep in mind the hygiene and do not place the open coil
directly on open wounds or anything like that.
When a condition has spread throughout the body, both hands probes may be used or the open
coil flat on the table with one hand of the patient on it, while the bare foot is on the yellow
hand probe. If this is not desired or not possible, you can put the open coil with the active side
(yellow side) on the chest near the sternum at the level of the thymus gland (this gland is
located at the bottom center of the sternum on the line between the nipples).

Maintenance and safety instructions

 BE AWARE: Before using the MTD for the first time we urge you to completely and
carefully read this manual and follow all warnings. Even if you are already familiar
with the operation of electronic equipment.
Keep this manual in on a safe place so you can refer to it later. If your device changes
ownership, it is important that you also hand over this manual to the new owner.

Expediency
This device is intended for use by professional therapists who are familiar with the possible
applications and the method of adjusting with the frequency meter. It is not allowed to open
the device or change the hardware or software. Don-Neo Technologies cannot accept any
liability for damage or malfunction caused by this.
Use only the supplied accessories. Any other use is considered inappropriate.

 NOTICE: when the MTD is not in use: keep all accessories of the MTD ALWAYS
together in the CLOSED case and lock it with the supplied key. Store the case on a save
place out of reach of children!

Limitations
It is strongly advised NOT to treat people who internally or externally dependent on an
electronic device (e.g. a pacemaker) that can be disrupted by the external fields. People
making use of a hearing aid are being advised to take it off and turn it off before the
treatment.
It is not recommended to treat pregnant women with MTD because the impact and
consequences of the use of fields on the unborn child are not known.
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Operating Environment
The MTD equipment should not be used in a room with explosive and flammable gases. Both
storage and operating environment of the MTD equipment must remain within the limits of
comfortable accommodation conditions. The relative humidity must not exceed 90% and the
temperature should not exceed 40° Celsius.

Precautions
 Keep the MTD equipment away from direct heat sources, direct sunlight or strong
light.
 Avoid extremes in temperature.
 Do not put burning items on or near the appliance.
 Do not insert strange objects into the unit.
 The MTD equipment should not be exposed to strong shocks and vibrations.

Maintenance and repair
All parts of the MTD that comes into contact with patients should be cleaned regularly to
avoid possible contamination after each session. Only the yellow surface of the coil and the
hand probes can be cleaned with a damp cloth or a cloth with a small amount of alcohol.
Clean the rest of MTD unit with a clean dry cloth, do not use liquids. When the MTD unit or
its components such as cables, coil or power supply unit are damaged, liquid has been spilled
or objects have fallen into the housing they have been exposed to rain or has been dropped
and is no longer functioning, then repair is necessary. Turn off the power immediately if
smoke, strange smells or sounds are perceived. In this case, the MTD equipment should not
be used. In this case you will be advised to offer the equipment to Don Neo Technologies for
repair.

Warranty
The warranty period is two years and begins on the date of purchase.
This warranty applies only if:
 the device has been treated according to the above recommendations
 has not been opened
 all cables and devices are connected and used with care
Damage caused by failure to follow the maintenance and safety instructions, the warranty is
no longer valid and Don - Neo Technologies shall not be liable for any damage or injury. The
shipping costs for transporting the equipment to the supplier, comes at the expense of the
buyer. You will be asked to clarify the complaint, cause and your requirements in an
accompanying letter.
After the expiration of the warranty period or neglect during this period, repair can always be
performed against payment of cost of supplied parts.
For further questions, suggestions, complaints or reports, you can always contact Don - Neo
Technologies via the following email address: support@don-neo.com
Our website : www.don-neo.com
You may also contact us by phone: +31- (0) 10-3400822
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Scope of delivery
The MTD is supplied with the following components:
 Main Unit
 Open Coil
 2 pcs hand probes
 2 sleeves for the hand probe
 1 pcs BNC cable
 2 pcs banana plug cable (1 red and 1 yellow)
 12V Power Adapter
 Installation CD with the Basic Frequency List and the BFC-software
 Frequency Counter
 1 watchmakers screwdriver
 A case in which everything can be stored
 2 keys for the case
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The Open Coil

The open coil is connected using the supplied BNC cable. The BNC connector works as a
bayonet. Simply slide the cable connector over the output port of the MTD unit without using
force light pressing and turning clockwise until it clicks. The other side can be connected to
the end face of the open coil, in the same manner.
The open coil itself is not in resonance. The resonance is generated between the coil and the
patient. The hand or other body part of the patient is placed directly on the coil. It is important
that the patient during the treatment is linked to the neutral hand-held probe (the YELLOW
hand probe linked to the YELLOW port of the MTD). This creates a capacitive coupling
between the patient and the coil. The field that is generated is dependent on the applied
voltage (which is set to a fixed value) and the set frequency.
The open coil can be placed directly on the chest of the patient or place the open coil below a
pillow on a seat (use a seat with a hard seat surface). When the open coil is laid horizontally
on a table the patient can place his hand on the coil. The other hand or foot should be
connected to the neutral hand probe.
The length of time of treatment with the open coil may vary from 20 minutes to 45 minutes,
depending on the seriousness of the problem and the tolerance of the patient. During an
infection with known cause, treat 30 minutes or 2 x 15 minutes with a break of 15 to 20
minutes at multiple sessions. When treating parasites you are advised to do three sessions in
one treatment after another. Parasites can divide again and also contain bacteria and viruses.
The treatment can be repeated two times a week until the symptoms have disappeared.
After treatment, the patient notices mostly nothing, but the next day he / she can feel much
better, or worse, depending on the type of infection. However, this effect is temporary. The
urine may have a strong smell because of the released waist products. Therefore it is
recommended to drink plenty.
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The Hand Probes

The hand probes are connected with the corresponding colored banana plug cables. Keeps red
to red and yellow to yellow, put one end of the cable into the MTD unit and the other end of
the cable in hand probe.
The hand probes are originally used in the treatment method of Clark. These are today still
widely used. By using the hand probes a low voltage electrical signal is applied. If the patient
has a thin skin or is sensitive the active hand probe (RED) should be covered with the
supplied sleeve which needs to be moist. Because of the moisture in the sleeve, the electrical
current is evenly distributed over the hand. The circuit runs from the active hand probe (RED)
and passes through the body of the patient, and finally arrives at the neutral hand probe
(YELLOW) again. Frequency waves are distributed automatically to all points within the
body on the path between the two probes.
Working with the open coil is usually better than using the RED hand probe. With hand
probes the result of the treatment depends on the contact pressure which the patient exerts
because this influences the conductance of the electrical current. It also depends on the skin
resistance of the patient and the degree of humidity of the sleeve. However, with the open coil
the energy penetrates better into the body and the result of the treatment is irrespective of the
above factors.
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Treatment Configurations
Open Coil + 1 Hand Probe (YELLOW)

2 Hand Probes
Eventually with sleeve over the RED hand probe
This treatment is milder and better tolerated
this treatment is more intense
If the
complaint of
the patient is
ABOVE the
belt:

If the
complaint of
the patient is
ABOVE the
belt:

Open Coil + 1 Hand Probe (YELLOW)
2 Hand Probes
Eventually with sleeve over the RED hand probe
This treatment is milder and better tolerated
this treatment is more intense

If the
complaint of
the patient is
BELOW the
belt:
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Settings of the MTD
The MTD is set at a specific pre-calculated basic wave. This basic wave is converted into
multiple therapeutic harmonics (up to a factor of 30 higher frequencies). All frequencies
produced by the MTD eventually fall within the therapeutic range of 0 Hz to 1 MHz.

The MTD on the back has 1 switch (SW / NO), one screw (F), a switch (LF / HF) and an
output port (CAL).
Output port “CAL” is used to measure the basic frequency using the supplied frequency
counter. For this connection a special cable is supplied.
The "LF / HF" switch is used to set the correct frequency band of the MTD:
 LF = suitable for basic frequencies between 7 KHz and 20 KHz
 HF = suitable for basic frequencies between 13 KHz and 37 KHz
The adjusting screw "F" is used to adjust the correct frequency within the set bandwidth (see
"LF / HF "). Use the supplied screwdriver:

The adjusting screw “F” can make up to 15 rotations.
 Clockwise rotation DECREASES the frequency
 Counter clockwise rotation INCREASES the frequency
The set frequency can be read off the frequency counter.
The "SW / NO" switch is used to turn on the basic frequency sweep frequency. The sweep
frequency is 1Hz. When the sweep (= frequency change) is turned on all harmonics are
modulated with 1Hz = Frequency Modulation (FM). The therapeutic frequency increase and
decrease (= FM amplitude) is about 1 % of the basic frequency. In this way a broader range of
frequencies around the effective therapeutic harmonics can be achieved. Positions of the
switch:
 SW = sweep ON
 NO = sweep OFF
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Setting the MTD (by the therapist):
Before the MTD can be used by the patient for home use, it will be set to the correct
frequency and eventually set with a sweep function.
Use the following sequence to set the MTD:
1. Turn on the MTD a few minutes before setting the frequency.
2. Use the pre-calculated basic frequency list or
3. Calculate the required basic frequency for the MTD using the software program, the
Basic Frequency Calculator (also called BFC, see instructions for use in the manual of
the BFC)

4. Connect the frequency counter, set it and connect it as shown in photo below. Connect
the other end of the cable to the CAL port of the MTD.
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To CAL-port MTD.



During adjustment of the frequency the SW / NO switch must be in the NO
position, otherwise the frequency cannot be determined by the frequency
counter.
Make sure that the frequency counter is NOT in the "HOLD " position, this can be
recognized when the frequency counter does not measure, and a capital H is displayed
in the display. In this case press the "HOLD" button once to turn it off. Turn of the
frequency counter after use (set switch to "OFF" position). If you forget to turn off the
counter after 10 minutes several beeps can be heard after which the counter still turns
off automatically. You turn it on again by changing the switch position.
5. Set the LF / HF switch to the correct range in which the calculated base frequency is
present.
6. Set the basic frequency by turning the “F” screw until the correct frequency is
displayed on the frequency counter. Use the applied screwdriver.
7. Set the sweep switch to the correct position as calculated in the BFC software (or basic
frequency list if you chose to use this list).
8. Stick a piece of tape on the bottom end of the MTD to prevent the patient
inadvertently changes a setting of the MTD when in use at home.
9. Determine if the patient:
a. Uses the open coil with one hand probe (YELLOW) for the treatment
b. or only two hand probes are used for treatment
10. Provide the patient with instructions on how to use the MTD at home and show how it
is connected.
11. Give the patient a treatment regimen with duration of treatment.

Technical Specifications
Main Unit
 2 Basic Frequency Bands:
o LF van 7KHz - 20KHz
o HF van 13KHz - 37 KHz
 Basic frequency produces at least 30 harmonics up to 1MHz
 Fine adjustment for basic frequency (up to 15 rotations)
 Built- sweep function of 1% of the basic frequency
 12V DC power connector for 12V DC adapter
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 MTD becomes immediately active when voltage is applied
 All output ports are short-circuit protected
 2 Active Ports :
o 1 for hand probe (RED port)
o 1 for open coil (BNC Connector)
 1 passive port:
o For neutral hand probe (YELLOW port)

Disclaimer
Don-Neo Technologies does not accept any liability for improper use of the MTD. All other
use of the MTD and the accessories NOT described in this manual will be marked as
improper use. Don-Neo Technologies only delivers the equipment and resources to make
varied choices of therapeutic treatments possible, as well technically as organizationally.
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